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The study background 

It is well known that children who grow up in poor families have worse adult socio-economic outcomes 

than children growing up in wealthier families.  

Purpose 

The main purpose of this study is to investigate whether a favorable neighborhood composition when 

growing up can improve adult outcomes of children growing up in poor families, and thus whether a lack 

of resources from the parental home can be compensated for by the exposure to other high-resource adults. 

We examine this by studying how neighborhood characteristics during adolescence (measured by the 

child’s closest 500 adult neighbors) are associated with adult outcomes such as being on social welfare, 

being unemployed, having a tertiary education and income levels at age 30.  

Data and methods 

Analyses are performed using Swedish population register data, allowing us to study all individuals born 

between 1978 and 1982.  

Results and preliminary conclusions 

Preliminary findings show that children whose parents relied on social benefits, had very low education, 

or who had weak labor market attachment and low income, are positively affected by being surrounded by 

employed or highly educated adults and negatively affected by being surrounded by other adults with 

weak labor market attachment and low income. Being surrounded by adults in the highest income 

percentile only has minor impact on adult outcomes.  

Next steps 

Even though we control for a number of family characteristics, these preliminary estimates suffer the risk 

of selection bias, given that low-resource children who have high-resource neighbors may be a positively 

selected group, which enables them to live in such an area. In a next step, we will adjust for such bias by 

comparing children in multifamily housing at age 15 with similar income profiles, but whose neighbors 

differ in terms of education, income and labor market attachment. 


